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About This Content

Endless swarms of the enemy are invading. Can you and your team hold them off? Multiplayer co-op mode.
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front mission evolved last stand

surprising indeed. Would be good if it wasn't a glitchy ♥♥♥♥ing mess! unplayable.. What we need added to the game in future
DLCs:
Monarchist Path for Soviet Union and France
Focus Trees for Scandinavia (Including Finland, of course)
And preferably all in one package
. I played the game in the closed Beta and it has evolved a lot since then!

Most of the bugs are fixed and the developers are really communicative through the forum and discord, always willing to
improve the game.

Even with my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 internet I am able to play with people around the world without
noticeable lag spikes (which I really appreciate).

What I enjoy most about it is the feeling of REVENGE. After someone kills my favourite character, that person immediately
becomes my nemesis and has to die. It also feels great to outplay someone using your same character.

At the beginning the levels are a bit tricky and I always jumped into the void or died in the dumbest ways. However,
once I got used to them and learnt to time the traps correctly, the game is much more fun!

I totally recommend playing this game with some friends in voice chat for an evening of assured laughs (and some yells :D).

Tl;Dr The game is a lot of fun and even more if you play with friends. Try it out!. Its a good game but here's the thing I don't
know the objective. All I did was walk around and shoot people.. Good time filling game so far can't wait to see something new
!
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I loved this game.. Zombie Shooter is a game that manages to be casual, not because of it's gameplay but because of it's length, a
measly 1 hour campaign and two survival modes is all you get and all that you can do to try and extend it is to go for leaderboard
scores. Offline leaderboards that is.

The base gameplay of Zombie Shooter is not terrible in any way, it is just simple. It takes the top down shooter and removes
everything about the shooting.
While this wouldn't necessarily be a bad thing in other games Zombie Shooter doesn't add anything to fill the void. Not even
content.

What you are left with is a short, shallow game, fighting the same aliens over and over just in different colors.

What little enjoyment I have gotten out of Zombie Shooter comes from the fact that it's a bundle game. If it had been a game I
had purchased I would have been disappointed with every minute of it.. The game is nice but it's too short... needs to be longer
than this. Graphics are good. Please make a longer version of this! Not just 5min worth. Still very playable almost 20 years
later!. As a fan of ZX Spectrum games, I really enjoyed this. The game is similar to Dizzy in puzzles and layout, but dying only
takes you back to the current screen.

The puzzle difficulty is just right and the music is great too.

There are a couple of issues.

1. The music seems to be off by default. I had to press a key to turn it on.
2. The ZX style graphics are great, however there are a few items (and the title screen) that are not done in this style and it's
really distracting. The main font has a weird anti aliasing effect instead that stops it looking like a Spectrum.
3. I managed to lose 2 items during a playthrough. This may be a bug. I restarted and it didn't re-occur.

Despite the issues above, I've played through this a few times. It's definitely worth the money and even after solving the puzzles,
the music and platforming make this a fun second play.. better than grand theft auto, bc why not
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